Many science and engineering applications require finding solutions to planning and optimization problems by satisfying a set of constraints. These constraint problems (CPs) are typically NPcomplete and can be formalized as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) or constraint optimization problems (COPs). Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are good solvers for optimization problems ubiquitous in various problem domains, however traditional operators for EAs are 'blind' to constraints or generally use problem dependent objective functions; as they do not exploit information from the constraints in search for solutions. A variation of EA, Intelligent constraint handling evolutionary algorithm (ICHEA), has been demonstrated to be a versatile constraints-guided EA for continuous constrained problems in our earlier works in where it extracts information from constraints and exploits it in the evolutionary search to make the search more efficient. In this paper ICHEA has been demonstrated to solve benchmark exam timetabling problems, a classic COP. The presented approach demonstrates competitive results with other state-of-the-art approaches in EAs in terms of quality of solutions. ICHEA first uses its inter-marriage crossover operator to satisfy all the given constraints incrementally and then uses combination of traditional and enhanced operators to optimize the solution. Generally CPs solved by EAs are problem dependent penalty based fitness functions. We also proposed a generic preference based solution model that does not require a problem dependent fitness function, however currently it only works for mutually exclusive constraints.
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Introduction
Many engineering problems ranging from resource allocation and scheduling to fault diagnosis and design involve constraint satisfaction as an essential component that require finding solutions to satisfy a set of constraints over real numbers or discrete representation of constraints [23, 24, 58] . There are many classical algorithms that solve CSPs like branch and bound, backtrack algorithm, iterative forward search algorithm, local search but heuristic methods such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have mixed success and for many difficult problems these are the only available choice [4, 23, 48] . EAs however suffer from some of its inherent problems to solve CSPs as it does not make use of knowledge from constraints and blindly search in the vast solution space using its heuristic search mechanism. Constraints can reduce the search space and direct the evolutionary search towards feasible regions. Constraint problems (CPs) are divided into two classes: Constrained Optimizing Problems (COPs) and constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). The difference between these classes is that in the first an optimal solution that satisfies all constraints should be found, while in the second class any solution as long as all the constraints are satisfied is acceptable [30] . Depending on the environment of a problem constraints can be static or dynamic. Static constraints do not change over time and total number of constraints are also fixed and known a priori. Dynamic constraints can change over time which makes the problem more complex like ship scheduling, vehicle routing, dynamic obstacle avoidance, the adaptive farming strategies and aerodynamic/structural wing design problems [24, 49, 58] .
Characteristically, the CPs solved by EAs are penalty based fitness functions. A penalty function updates the fitness of chromosomes in EA. A penalty term is used in general for reward and punishment for satisfying and/or violating the constraints [20] . Use of penalty functions has been commonly reported in the literature for use in constrained optimization; however, it has its own advantages and disadvantages that have led to the development of different strategies. Its main advantage is its simplicity and compatibility for EA's objective functions. The major shortfall of the penalty function is that most of them are problem dependent that requires a careful finetuning of parameter to obtain competitive results [41] . The penalty factors, which determine the severity of the punishment, must be set by the user and their values are problem dependent [46] . Some other constraint handling approaches include expensive repair algorithms that promote the local search to transform infeasible solutions to feasible solutions because the feasible parents not necessarily produce feasible progenies if the search space is non-convex [19] . Some infeasible solution may be very promising like a close neighbor to the optimal solution.
To avoid losing such important information repair functions are defined that is also a popular choice for EAs [43] .
However its major weakness lies in its problem dependency and in many cases repairing an infeasible solution is itself a complex problem [20] . Some successful repair algorithms are repairGA [49] and GENOCOP III [46] . In Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO), multiple constraints are transformed into multiple objectives. Pareto-based selection approaches are currently the most popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) solution technique. These solutions are known as pareto-optimal solutions or non-dominated solutions [67] . There are many established algorithms like MOGA [32] , VEGA [57] , NSGA and NSGAII [25] that efficiently solve the constraint problems that can be transformed into multi objective optimization problems. Another approach is hyper-heuristics which are relatively new approach proposed by [9] . These are general systems that are able to handle a wide range of problem domains with respect to meta-heuristic technology which tends to be customized to a particular problem or a narrow class of problems [9] . A hyper-heuristic is an automated methodology for selecting or generating heuristics to solve hard computational search problems [12] . High level heuristic determines how to apply the low level heuristic using problem dependent local properties [5] . Hyper-heuristic with higher level as Genetic algorithm (GA) and lower level as variable neighborhood search (VNS) has been very successful for timetabling problem which is a discrete COP [11] . Some other approaches proposed by Paredis includes co-evolution strategies which unlike the evaluation function of penalty or repair functions, handles constraints and objective separately [52] . It utilizes predator-prey model to keep two populationsone population represents solutions that satisfies many constraints while other population represents those individuals whose constraint(s) is violated by lots of individuals in the first population. Here fitness calculation is expensive as it requires historical record to compute the fitness. Another strategy is based on special representations and operators using decoders technique that maps genotypes to phenotypes [35] . Each decoder links feasible solution and a decoded solution. The idea of this method is to transform a constrained-optimization problem into an unconstrained one by adding (or subtracting) a certain value to/from the objective function based on the amount of constraint violation present in a certain solution. This strategy requires extra computational effort to find the intersection of a line with the boundary of the feasible region.
All the above approaches do not maximally utilize information from constraints. Information discovery from constraints can guide the evolutionary search to improve the performance of EAs as the search operators are 'blind' to constraints [57] . One way is to use error function or distance function from feasible regions. However it is simply one form of a penalty function that is based on the distance of a solution from the feasible region [20, 47] . The advantage of this evaluation function is that it is generic and promotes feasible solution over infeasible one. This approach has been mainly used for continuous COPs. There are some other information discovery techniques as well. Ricardo and Carlos in [55] proposed cultured differential evolution (CDE) that uses differential evolution (DE) as the population space and belief space as the information repository to store experiences of individuals for other individuals to learn. Amirjanov in [2] proposed changing domain range based genetic algorithm (CRGA) that adaptively shifts and shrinks the size of search space of the feasible region by employing feasible and infeasible solution in the population to reach the global optimum. Mezura-Montes et. al. in [41] proposed simple multi-membered evolution strategy (SMES) that uses a simple diversity mechanism by allowing infeasible solutions to remain in the population. A simple feasibility-based comparison mechanism is used to guide the process toward the feasible region of the search space. The idea is to allow the individual with the lowest amount of constraint violation and the best value of the objective function to be selected for the next population. ICHEA uses a constraint guided operator -intermarriage crossover for continuous domain to solve static and dynamic CSPs and COPs in [58, 59, 57, 60] . The intermarriage crossover operator works for nonconvex search space as well. ICHEA incrementally adds constraints or set of constraints into the search space which becomes easier to solve than otherwise. ICHEA also extends the feasible region to a degree in a search space to further facilitate locating neighborhoods of feasible region created by a constraint which is then incrementally shrinks towards the actual feasible region.
CSP is defined by an input vector ⃗ = { 1 , 2 , … } of size in a finite search space S where each variable has a finite domain . A set of constraints { 1 , 2 , … } are defined in the form of functions:
Constraint satisfaction sets or feasible regions ′ = { 1 , 2 , . . } created by constraints can also be defined where:
The fitness function of a CSP can be given as violation count:
To incorporate the weighted penalty function Eq. (3) can be redefined as: functions like Eq. (4) are used to optimize a CSP, however, its main weakness is the difficulty to determine the appropriate weights when there is not enough information available for a given problem [19] .
The main contribution of this paper is to show that exploitation of information derived from constraints using a generic operator leads to quality solutions. This paper is an extension of our work in [66] that solved discrete CSPs. We have enhanced the algorithm to solve discrete COPs as well. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the adaptation of intermarriage crossover operator for discrete search space. Section 3 extensively analyzes COPs for discrete search space. It describes how ICHEA has been incorporated to solve discrete COPs by adjustment of operators for optimization, search space analysis and resolving local optimal solution. This section also describes a generic fitness function applicable for a structured CP with different levels of strengths for constraints as an alternative to solve a new COP avoiding problem dependent penalty functions. Section 4 completes Section 3 by showing how the algorithm of ICHEA conforms to the changes made to solve a COP in a discrete search space. Section 5 shows experimental results of the benchmark exam timetabling problems. Section 6 discusses the experimental results and Section 7 concludes the paper by summarizing the results confirming the claim against the established hypothesis and proposing some further possible extensions to the research.
Intermarriage Crossover for Discrete CSPs
Intermarriage crossover for continuous search space defined in [58, 59] selects two parents from different constraint satisfaction sets to make them come closer iteratively towards their corresponding feasible boundary because the CSP solutions lie in the overlapping boundary region of feasible regions that satisfy different constraints. The iterative move for parent and to produce offspring is given as:
where is a coefficient in the range (0,1) which is generally 0.5. Variable gets incremented from 1 to a threshold value in the sequence 〈1, 2, … , 〉. Operator ⨁ is a crossover between and which is minus ("−")
for continuous search space. The intermarriage crossover process is shown in the Fig. 1 where  mark indicates possible placement for an offspring and × mark indicate the offspring vector is unacceptable in that particular
position. An offspring is accepted if it satisfies equal or more constraints than its corresponding parent. So using Favouring individuals that satisfy higher number of constraints and the use of feasible regions in intermarriage crossover guides the evolutionary search in finding the solution space quickly [58] . When the search space is discrete then the intermarriage crossover for continuous CSP cannot be used as it is to generate progenies as its formulation is different for continuous domain. The concept of intermarriage crossover is to fuse feasible solutions from two different constraint satisfaction sets together that makes the offspring "generic" that satisfy more constraints because its parents are from two different constraint satisfaction sets. The intermarriage crossover of two parents for discrete CSP transformed from Eq. (5) can be given as:
where operator ⨁ represents the fusion of two discrete feasible solutions. Here the value of coefficient and is 1 because fusion is non-iterative as shown in Fig. 2 
A partial solution takes part in intermarriage crossover by attempting to allocate constraints {⃗⃗⃗⃗, … , ⃗⃗⃗⃗} from another partial solution into its existing feasible space (pattern of data points). To elaborate more we use an example of an N-Queen problem. N-Queen problem is a classic CSP that can be expressed as placing N queens on N x N chessboard such that no queen should be attacked by one another [37] . An N-Queen problem has one dimensional constraints = 1 for ∀ ∈ {1, … , } where represents the column and the value of 1 represents the row of the chess board. Suppose N-Queen problem of size 6 has two parents 1 and 2 with partial solutions 〈3, 6〉 and 〈6, 2, 5〉 respectively. The values represent constraints in the given order like parent 1 satisfies two constraints where first value 3 represents first queen is at column 3 and first value 6 represents second queen is at column 6. The intermarriage crossover only tries to append/fuse the allele values of one parent into another one at a time until no more allele values is left. All the allele values that violate the constraints are dropped so the offspring are also feasible chromosomes. The generated offspring from these parents either satisfy equal or more constraints as shown in Fig. 3 where offspring 1 : 〈3, 6, 6〉 has two conflicting queens in row 6, offspring 1 : 〈3, 6, 5〉 has again two conflicting queens in row 6 and row 5 attacking each other diagonally. Offspring 
Solving Discrete COPs
So far we have seen that all the constraints must be satisfied to have an acceptable solution. Such constraints are known as hard constraints. Solutions, which satisfy all the hard constraints, are often called feasible solutions. In addition to the hard constraints there are usually various constraints that are considered to be desirable but not essential. These are often called soft constraints [7] . Soft constraints can have some degree of satisfaction or order of preferences for a particular problem. Soft constraints can be represented by penalty functions for COPs where higher weights demonstrate lower preferences and vice versa for higher preferences. However, the common problem of a penalty function as described in Section 1 is its dependency on the problem and difficulty in finding good weight factors like choosing or fine tuning number of parameters. Usually cost based weights are used in penalty functions which are problem dependent to cater for preferences of the constraints. For example, in a university timetabling problem, Prof. X might prefer teaching in the morning whereas Prof. Y prefers teaching in the afternoon [56] . The most basic form of a fitness function shown in Eq. (9) is given in terms of violations count where constraint strengths or degree of violation has not been considered [29, 30] :
function ( ) is the fitness value for satisfied constraints. is the lowest preference defined (highest numeric value for preference) which is one less than total number of preferences and is total number of satisfied constraints with ℎ preference. If a cost function is desired instead of fitness function then violation count ( − ) can be used instead of where is the total constraints of a given problem. This is the most basic form of fitness function that only sums up the number of different constraint but does not rank them according to preferences. Eq. (9) can be modified to take preferences/strengths into account in the following function:
where a problem dependent weight factor is used to give higher strengths to more preferred constraints.
In order to make a generic fitness function, the constraint strengths (preferences) and their relation with other constraints need to be considered. A constraint in a search space can have multiple degrees of constraint satisfaction relative to other constraints. A feasible region in a continuous search space is simply an overlapping region between constraints; however the overlapping region in a discrete search space can represent the degree of satisfaction from first preference to the last preference. Fig. 4 shows constraint C1 has different degrees of satisfaction with other constraints. The intersection of C1 with C2 and C3 results in constraint satisfaction with preference p0, constraint C4 with preference p3 and so on. If a generic fitness function is desired to maximize higher preferences then Eq. (11) ensures that constraints of higher preference are always given priority where is the total constraints satisfied with preference and is the upper bound for any given . Fig. 4 has 0 = 2, 1 = 0, 2 = 0, 3 = 1 and so on. A generic value for is 2 , however any other problem dependent upper bound value can also be used in Eq. (11) if ( 2 + 2) − is too large to accommodate by a computer program. Eq. (11) also supports incrementality by reusing partial solutions that take consideration of higher preferences initially to build solutions that is followed by accommodation of remaining constraints of lower preferences. This equation gives higher fitness to a solution where constraints are solved with higher preferences.
Fig. 4: Constraint satisfaction with preferences in respect to other constraints
This equation encourages in maximizing for higher preferences, however, if the problem requires minimization of for lower preferences then the fitness function would be:
Where we used = 2 . For dynamic COP same equations Eq. (9) -Eq. (11) can be used with inclusion of parameter representing time or increment, consequently changing variable with function ( ). Many large static COPs can also be solved incrementally by treating them as dynamic COP as discussed in Section 1 and in [57] where new constraints or a subset of constraints can be introduced into the search space after in every generations. This divide and conquer technique for solving a big COPs has shown better results than solving it otherwise in the experiments. A new fitness function given in Eq. (13) 
Note that these fitness functions are only applicable for single objective COPs and not for multi objective COPs.
MOO uses pareto front to achieve the same results where decision makers can pick the results of their choice, not necessarily the ones where constraints are satisfied with mostly high preferences [27, 53] .
So far couple of fitness functions are defined for discrete COPs but how these functions can be utilized in an EA or ICHEA is not discussed. Local search and hyper-heuristics are frequently used to solved these kinds of problems [11, 26, 56] . Intermarriage crossover described for discrete search space in Section 2 is only applicable for CSPs. For COPS some optimization techniques need to be incorporated. Commonly used crossover operators are generally not applicable as two feasible parents not necessarily produce feasible offspring and repairing infeasible offspring can be very expensive. So the only possible choice remain is to use the mutation strategies that look for neighbourhood solutions of feasible solutions in a population to search for the optimum solution.
Algorithms for discrete COPs
Our paper in [59] describes optimization techniques implemented in ICHEA for continuous COPs. This section explains intermarriage crossover together with additional mutation techniques commonly used for discrete COPs.
The intermarriage crossover for discrete COP is influenced from our work in [59] using influence operator with
Particle Swarm Optimization approach [28] where all swarm particles tend to move towards better positions nearby the best position that leads to optimum solution [28, 51] . This helps in exploring promising solution in a nearby region of the current best solution. If the influence operator is denoted by ⊗ then crossover between feasible solutions and involves the following steps:
The influence operator simply tries to influence chromosome with predefined number of allele value(s) of chromosome (called degree of influence) as shown in Fig In addition to the crossover some mutation strategies can also be applied like swapping two allele values or group of allele values, or remove some allele values and place them in a different position. Many times these operators are problem dependent to define their feasibility after the move. For example in exam timetabling problems experimented in this paper we defined the following operators to search for an optimum solution.
1. Mutation by traditional Kempe chain: the Kempe chain has been primarily used in graph coloring problem but it has been proven successful in timetabling problems as well [11, 26, 69] . It starts with moving 1 − 5 elements randomly picked from timeslot I to J but this may cause conflicts in timeslot J so all conflicting elements from Each of these operators runs in a sequence in ICHEA where next operator is selected when there is no improvement for the best so far solution for s generations. Stagnant generations s is 5 in our experiment as higher value slows down the process and getting another operator is likely to resolve the stagnant state. In hyper-heuristic domain these operators can be used as lower level heuristics where sequence of operators is chosen heuristically. This is a cyclic process until the termination condition is met.
Local search using the above mentioned operators can be useful to maintain the feasible solutions and search for optimal solution through neighborhood search. Hill-climbing algorithm is a canonical form of a local search, however, the basic hill-climbing algorithm generally provides locally optimum values which depends on the Fig. 6 : Crossover using kempe chain for influence operator selection of the starting point. If lucky then some of these initial locations will have a path that leads to the global optimum [44] . Hill-climbing is an iterative process where each candidate solution searches in its nearby region for better solutions. This becomes even more difficult when the search space is discontinuous with constraints. More sophisticated local search techniques are Simulated Annealing (probabilistic hill-climbing) and Tabu Search where they apply some mechanism to escape from local optimal solution [11, 44] .
We ) similarly used in [18] for CLONALG algorithm where represents size of the clones for a partial solution sorted from best to worst. is 1 in our experiments. This formula creates more clones for better solutions. A mutant clone immediately replaces the incumbent solution if it has better fitness value. If an individual has not been improved in generations then it is reverted to its previous state and the current state is marked tabu. The algorithm keeps the history of changes which is generally in the range of [0, 5]. This is similar to the backtrack algorithm when a solution is not improving for generations then this solution is reverted to its parent branch and the new search is started so that poor solution can be eliminated with the new solutions to promote diversity. However this algorithm has limited number of backtracks for efficiency purpose. The pseudocode of RCHC is given in Fig. 7 . ICHEA is a population based EA that uses RCHC, a local search strategy for discrete COPs. Given the scenario above ICHEA does not filter out solutions based on fitness value alone. If a particular point has low fitness value but its fitness value gradually increases then it is considered promising without comparing it with other Fig. 9 : Types of convergence plots in a search space individuals of higher fitness value. When a solution becomes stagnant then it is reverted or deleted as described in RCHC algorithm.
Stalled local optimal solutions management
It has been noted through experiments that ICHEA still gets stalled in local optimal solution. We applied a similar strategy of tabu search algorithm based technique described for continuous COPs in our previous work in [57] which is further enhanced to suit the needs of discrete search space. We keep the history of previous best solution achieved so far to determine the tabu region of the search space using the following formulation:
Eq. (14) shows the tabu region in the search space by where ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . } for a predefined constant value which is generally 5. For discrete search space can be just a sequence/pattern of allele values.
is the best solution of the current generation and is the previous th best solution. The intersection of and retrieves the common or unchanged allele values from either current best to previous best or current tabu region to previous best. This is done to track the traversal of the best solution and try to divert the whole population that is stalled in the local optimal region. If for = 1 does not improve the best solution then is incremented to get the next tabu region. Fig. 10 shows the incremental shrinking of the tabu 
ICHEA Algorithm on Discrete Search Space
Some CPs like exam timetabling problems has many constraints. These constraints can be divided into several components (subsets of constraints) then each component can be solved incrementally. This divide and conquer approach solves a CP by taking each component in turn to get feasible partial solutions. Partial solutions are solutions which satisfy all the constraints present at a given point in time in a search space. Solving CPs incrementally has many advantages. It also comes handy when a new constraint is added or an existing constraint is changed. It is also useful in doing what-if analysis on strengths of constraints or inclusion/exclusion of constraints, hence supporting exploratory nature of searching for various solutions. A by-product of incrementality based search is a set of generated partial solutions for each increment that can be stored separately and later reused, where a new constraint can be added or an existing constraint can be changed without making too much distortion to the current solution. Suppose there are sets of partial solutions { 1 , … , } where each partial solution satisfy constraints and carries feasible solutions. Fig. 11 shows the algorithm for reusing partial solutions to cater for any changes to the constraints. The graphical interpretation of the algorithm is given as Fig.   12 where a constraint is presented to partial solutions. It is assumed that constraint has the lowest strength.
Partial solutions 4 and 3 are unable to accommodate but 2 gives feasible solutions with . Now the previous partial constraints are no longer valid which are replaced by ′ 2 , ′ 3 and ′ 4 recpectively. All these new partial solutions satisfy the given constraint . The algorithm describes the addition of a new set of constraints Fig. 11 Reusing partial solutions in ICHEA for new addition of constraints that is verified against partial solutions to get feasible solutions. If a current partial solution is unable to accommodate constraints then these constraints are tested with previous partial solutions iteratively until all the partial solutions are exhausted. If constraints are structured according to their respective strengths then the algorithm is biased towards retaining solutions that solves more constraints of higher strengths rather than keeping the existing partial solutions. We used the following notations for the algorithm: solutions. If the current solution is to be kept intact then the allele values in the chromosomes can be locked to prevent any changes through evolutionary operators. However, the search space becomes more constrained when the problem is required to be optimized. Any changes in an existing constraint can also be backtracked to the increment where it was resolved. For real time DCPs this algorithm is also very helpful as it does not require restarting the whole process unless none of the partial solutions are able to accommodate the changes to the constraints.
Fig. 12 Incremental process shown diagrammatically
For continuous CPs in [57] each component consists of one constraint only which were sorted decreasingly based on their constraint strengths . In the literature, exam timetabling problems sort the constraints according to the largest degree (LD), saturation degree (SD), largest weighted degree (LWD), largest penalty (LP) or random Order (RO) [8, 14, 15] . LD and SD are commonly used sorting order. In LD exams are ordered decreasingly according to the number of conflicts each exam has with others, and in SD the exams are ordered increasingly according to the number of remaining timeslots available to assign them without causing conflicts. The definition of other sorting orders can be found in [14] . ICHEA uses LD to sort all the exams based on clashes with other exams. It takes only 5% of the sorted exams in every increment and once a feasible solution is obtained the optimization operators are applied for generations before taking next increment of the exams (constraints). The value of is 50 in our experiments. Apart from the addition of incremenatily feature for what-if analysis the structure of ICHEA is not changed. As discussed in [59] ICHEA runs two processes in parallelone to solve CSP and another to optimize CSP solutions. The parallel process starts by dividing the whole population into 2
parts. First part keeps the feasible solutions that are required for optimization and the second part keeps the good infeasible solutions that are processed to get CSP solutions. The ratio of : is 1:1 for our experiments. The pseudocode of ICHEA is given in Fig. 13 followed by the description. Initialization of chromosomes and operators for reproduction has been modified but the structure of ICHEA is still same as any other EA. InterMarriageCrossover: The crossover techniques have been described in Section 2 works well for discrete CSPs but it is not applicable for COPs. COPs depend on mutation strategies only as general crossover techniques mostly produce infeasible solutions which would require a separate repair technique to transform all the infeasible offspring to feasible offspring which is normally computationally expensive [20] .
Mutation: Many mutation strategies can also produce infeasible solutions but it can be less expensive to repair compared to offspring produced through common crossover operators. Additionally it suits well for local search techniques. As mentioned in Section 3.1 ICHEA uses RCHC to optimize a CP. Once a chromosome solves all constraint for th increment, it is considered a partial solution for COP which is then qualified to apply aforementioned mutation strategies and influence operator to optimize the exiting partial/full solutions. Influence operator is particular useful for CP as this operator moves infeasible solutions towards feasible solutions.
SortAndReplace: sorting is not required for feasible solutions ( ) as RCHC only keeps the good solutions and poor solution are discarded. Population of infeasible solutions ( ) are increased by additional solutions due to random selection of parents in intermarriage crossover operator so an intelligent sorting is required to keep the good and diverse solutions because as the generation progresses EAs tend to preserve better chromosomes and poor chromosomes die away. If only best ones are kept then diversity is lost [34] . We first sort the whole then pick the solutions using the following exponential function in Eq. (16) that keeps the good solutions as well as maintains the diversity. The size of the whole population remains intact.
The details of the Eq. (16) is given in the Appendix. Other functionalities of ICHEA are same as defined in [58] for continuous search space.
Experiments
A good example of a discrete COP is a university exam time tabling problem that has been attracting the attention of the scientific research community across Artificial Intelligence and Operational Research for more than 40 years [8, 54] . A timetable in general is a placement of a set of meetings in time. A meeting is a combination of resources (e.g. rooms, people and items of equipment). An instance of a timetabling problem is university exam timetabling where exams are required to be spread out sufficiently for all the students to give them break so they are better prepared for next exams. Exams must be scheduled so that no student has more than one exam at a time [10] .
A common focus in the literature has been mainly to produce optimum solution with lowest cost function indicating high spread of exams for each student [10, 11, 26, 39] . Efficiency is an important aspect of optimization problems, however conforming to a time limit is not an important constraint in real world timetabling [1, 26] . An important but generally over-sighted issue with timetabling problem is regeneration of a timetable using previously prepared timetables. The traditional techniques in any university require lots of user input where a lot of work from the technicians is required every time a new time table is generated. The drawback of EAs of not imitating real human behavior of learning from past can be labeled as an "unintelligent artificial intelligence" solution. A simple solution to this problem is to provide a set of partial solutions that are solved incrementally according to their preferences and which can later be combined to get the final solution. Some partial solutions can also be reused, updated or removed and then merged again to get the final solution more efficiently without regenerating the whole solution.
As discussed in Section 3 there are two ways to provide fitness function for a CP: a problem dependent weight based penalty function and a generic penalty function. We used University of Toronto benchmark exam timetabling problems (version I) given in [54, 73] where the given weights based on the spread of exams for each student is:
where is the distance between two timeslots in the range [0 4], is total corresponding students and is the total corresponding weight. The cost function is the average weight corresponds to each student given as:
However, Eq. (13) can be used for generic penalty function where indicates total exams violating constraints of ℎ preference. We mostly focused on standard weights based fitness function for benchmark exam timetabling problem as there are lots of published results to compare with. At the end we only had limited experimental results for generic fitness function since there are no known results to be compared from our knowledge. Currently, the generic fitness functions given in Eq. (11) -Eq. (13) have a major drawback that it is not able to handle overlapping (mutually inclusive) constraints like maximal spread of the exams for each student.
Problem dependent weights based fitness function
Hyper-heuristics have been frequently used to solve benchmark exam timetabling problems which show promising results. The same hyper-heuristics can be applied to the same class of problems like graph coloring problem and exam timetabling problems [11, 26] . Hyper-heuristics heuristically selects these mutation strategies that best suits a given problem. ICHEA is a meta-heuristic algorithm that uses multiple mutation strategies to optimize a CP as described in Section 3.1. All the benchmark problems have been experimented on a Windows 7 machine with Pentium (R) i5 CPU 2.52 GHz and 3.24 GB RAM except the problem Pur93 which was run on a server machine (Intel Xeon CPU 2.90GHz and 128 GB RAM) because of its size and memory requirements. No parallel processing or distributed environment has been used for the experiments. We ran all the problems over- 
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History of previous best solution for a tabu set 5 night because of their size and complexity. Additionally, real world timetabling problem does not required to be solved within minutes or hours [1, 26] . Even though smaller sized problems like Hec92 and Sta83 can be solved within an hour or two; however problem Pur93 had to be run for almost 24 hours because of its huge size. All the experimental results have been verified through the standard evaluator program available in the dedicated website for research on benchmark exam timetabling problems [73] .
As discussed in [57] ICHEA is able to incrementally solve a dynamic CP. Many times incremental approach to solve a complex static CP gives better results than solving entire constraints altogether. We used both approaches
in the experiments to demonstrate supremacy of one approach over another. We observed that this incremental approach also helps in quickly providing feasible partial solutions and eventually feasible solutions at the success rate (SR) of 100% for all the benchmark problems. SR is the rate of successful trials for each problem i.e. = ⁄ . SRs of non-incremental ICHEA are very low for bigger problems like Car91 and Uta92 have only 0%-10% of SR, and 30%-70% for other problems of medium size. Non-incremental ICHEA also takes much longer duration to get the first feasible solution. The unpromising outcome from nonincremental ICHEA has led us to do the experiments with incremental ICHEA only. We first sort the constraints (exams clashes) according to LD then remove first 5% of the total exams as input for each increment in ICHEA.
Intermarriage crossover constructs new partial feasible solutions which are then optimized using mutation strategies for feasible partial solutions. We used two instances of ICHEA for the experiments to demonstrate the validation of incrementality. The first and second instances of ICHEA optimize the partial solutions for 0 and 50 generations respectively. The only difference between these two instances is the first one does not apply optimization strategies to partial solutions while the other optimizes the partial solution for 50 generations.
However, both instances get the feasible solutions incrementally. To distinguish the two instances the first one is called ICHEA and second one is called incremental ICHEA (IICHEA) as it fully exploits the notion of incrementality. These partial solutions consist of exams from current and all previous increments being allocated in the timetable. The total available timeslots of the exam timetables are always fixed to the given value.
Constraint optimization in ICHEA is a parallel process of finding feasible partial solutions from infeasible partial solutions, and optimizing feasible partial solutions as discussed in Section 4. This has also been realized previously with experimental results on continuous domain in [57] . More importantly ICHEA does not have to define any problem specific algorithm to get feasible solutions as many other approaches like [1, 13, 26] use bespoke algorithms or SD graph-coloring heuristics to get the feasible solutions. The parameter settings for IICHEA and ICHEA to solve the benchmark exam timetabling problems are given in Table I . The statistical results of IICHEA and ICHEA on all the problems from University of Toronto benchmark exam timetabling problems (version I) from [54, 73] are shown in Table II . We only used version I because it has been mostly reported in the literature. ICHEA results are in the brackets. We also compared our best solutions with other published results from [1, 6, 11, 16, 17, 26, 31, 40, 72] sighted frequently in the literature in Table III .
Generic fitness function
Sometimes constraints have hierarchical structure where one constraint is preferred over another. We used all same benchmark timetabling problems with same parameter settings for IICHEA to be solved with a fitness function from Eq. (13) . This fitness function is generic and does not have problem dependent weights. The purpose is not to replace weight based penalty function but to show how a generic fitness function can be applied to any constraint problem. The currently form of the equation is for mutually exclusive constraints. Hence we have considered the constraints as only the distance between exams and not the combination of distance and students involved in the exams. We do not have any published results to compare with our results as only problem dependent weights have been used for benchmark exam timetabling problem. We only show the best results from some of the benchmark problems run for ~1 hour in Table IV . can also be used for real time discrete COPs. IICHEA also does not require having a separate problem specific algorithm to get feasible solutions as a preprocessor for constraint optimization. It has found feasible solutions for all the problems at the SR of 100%. The current version of IICHEA seems to have many parameters, however most of the parameters are logical whose values are selected intuitively that should give similar results to other class of problems as well. We also took the initiative to use generic fitness function for evolutionary search for single objective COPs which can become very handy when confronting a new problem to get initial results without much effort. The current generic fitness functions are quite naïve that caters for mutually exclusive constraints only. The future work is to enhance the functions for other types of constraints as well.
Conclusion
This paper focuses on incorporating ICHEA for solving discrete COPs. ICHEA has been designed as a generic framework for evolutionary search that extracts and exploits information from constraints. ICHEA has shown promising results experimented on CSPs and COPs. We proposed another version of intermarriage crossover operator for discrete CSPs to get the feasible solutions. The experimental result on exam timetabling problems requires additional optimization techniques that are not all generic in its current form. Additionally, it uses many problem specific mutation strategies to optimize it. We also proposed a generic fitness function for single objective COPs that is inspired from developing a pareto-front using multi objective COPs. However the status of this fitness function is still in its infancy as it only solves mutually exclusive constraints. A major experimental observation was realizing the efficacy of incrementality in evolutionary search. Incrementality helps in getting feasible solutions with SR of 100% that also produces solutions of better quality. Incremental ICHEA can also be used for real time dynamic COPs in discrete domain. The competitive results from ICHEA shows its potential in making a generic evolutionary computational model that discovers information from constraints. Future work also involves analyzing efficiency and contribution of individual operators towards optimization when several operators are involved in the optimization process. An algorithm with multiple operators like ICHEA generally gives mediocre results when only a single operator is applied in the algorithm, however, collectively with other operator(s) good solutions are obtained. We intend to describe how each operator behaves in search for optimal solution and impact the environment in terms of population diversity, improvement in solutions and genetic drift.
Appendix

Time complexity of intermarriage crossover for N-Queen problem.
Intermarriage crossover takes two parents randomly and produces two progenies. For N-Queen problem first the non-duplicate values in each of the parents has to be found. To proof by contradiction we use a proposition H1: f(l) > ( ′) for ∀l k = l′ k where k = {0,1,2, … , i − 1} and l i > l′ i . The idea is to give higher fitness to the solutions that satisfy more constraints with higher preferences. should also be < 1.
⇒ > 2 + 1
We can choose any value for > 2 + 1. One possible option is 2 + 2. Hence:
Since > ′ and both are whole numbers so the above statement is contradictory. Let say = ′ + where The Proof of Eq. (12) for minimization of for lower preferences is similar to above. If two solutions 〈3, 5, 2, 2〉 and 〈5, 1, 3, 2〉 have total of 10 constraints where each element indicates the number of solved constraints with the order of preferences from highest to lowest. One constraint can overlap with other constraints with different preferences. The first solution has better fitness as constraints solved with last order of preference is same but the first solution has less constraints of unwanted (high order) preferences. We use a proposition should also be > −1. Note that is a positive integer that makes the expression (1 − ) a negative integer.
⇒ > 1 + 2
We can choose any value for > 1 + 2 . One possible option is 2 + 2. Hence: Using the maximum value derived above Eq. (12) can be modified as:
( ) = ( 2 + 2) +1 ∑ =0 + ∑ ( 2 − )( 2 + 2) =0 which can be easily proven by showing proof by contradiction.
Selecting infeasible solutions
If the population size of infeasible solutions towards the end of a generation is | | + where is additional infeasible solutions generated through intermarriage crossover operator in a given generation then we need to pick the solutions that have good fitness and that also represent the diverse population. 
